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Assessment information
For explanation of the report, please download the 'Reading guide and interpretation interview report'.

Software engineer

Preset norm group high complexity
Smoothly switching between all levels. Knowledge development and innovation. Integration of 
multiple areas of knowledge. Expert work. High-quality control.

Ability Result Component

Verbal Reasoning scales verbal (consumer)

Numerical Reasoning scales numerical (consumer)

Inductive-logical Thinking scales cls

Deductive Logical Thinking scales lst

Questionnaire Consistency Component

Work-related Behaviour shapes (executive)

Work-related Interests and Motives views

Level indicator

low below average average above average high

low average high

  complete working population   high complexity

The general intellectual level and learning ability are determined by Verbal Reasoning, Numerical Reasoning and Inductive-logical Thinking.
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Competency DNA

act professionally skilled  

analyse  

gather information  

monitor time  

supply solutions  

think broadly  

think systematically  

work systematically  

 

act customer oriented  

 

communicate proactively  

talent

development opportunity

pitfall

Developability competency

easy to develop

developable

hard to develop
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Competencies

Act customer oriented
Provides swift and personal service to customers; works hard to 

ensure customer satisfaction.

easy to develop

Composition
Questionnaire

Harmony 

Influence possibilities 

Prudent 

Cooperativeness 

Behavioural 

Agreeable 

Sociable 

Competency score

Some risk of failure; a longer period of development is probably 

necessary.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

Who do you consider your customers in your current job?

Give an example ...
of a situation where you had to find out about customer requirement.

of a situation where you believed that the customer demanded too much of you.

of a specific contribution you made to improve customer satisfaction.

of a situation whereby you recommended another solution to the customer different from the one he or she 

originally asked for.

Further questioning can lead to 
additional insight
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Act professionally skilled
Ensures optimal results by utilising professional and latest 

specialised knowledge, skills and attitude. Identifies and applies 

the most effective (technological) tools. 

easy to develop

Composition
Questionnaire

Professional challenge 

Conscientious 

Focused on results 

Competency score

Potential strength; growing to a higher than the initially 

required level is possible.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

You can learn a profession. How did you learn your profession?

Give an example ...
of a piece of craftsmanship you are very proud of because you accomplished it.

of recent improvements in the area of aids in your craft.

of how you take into account your craft during the work of others.

Further questioning can lead to 
additional insight
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Analyse
Makes a distinction between main- and side issues, reasons 

logically and works thoroughly. Draws valid conclusions from the 

available information.

hard to develop

Composition
Ability

Deductive logical thinking 

Inductive logical thinking 

Numerical reasoning 

Verbal reasoning 
Questionnaire

Analytical 

Conceptual 

Prudent 

Competency score

Sufficient basis to develop to the desired level.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

How do you remain informed?

How do you distinguish between main and side issues?

Give an example ...
of a situation where you had too much information to finish in the time allotted.

of a task or project whereby you did not know exactly what the intention was.

of a situation where your argument or summary was praised because of the clear and logical set up.

of a solution you had thought about which worked out differently than you had expected.
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Communicate proactively
Raises interest, influences opinions or behaviour from own 

initiative.

developable

Composition
Questionnaire

Harmony 

Sociable 

Socially confident 

Persuasive 

Competency score

Limited potential; it is unlikely that this competency can be 

fulfilled at the desired level.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

Speaking is silver, silence is gold. According to you, when doesn’t this jive at all?

Give an example ...
of your method in keeping others informed about your work.

of your work method during communication with different target groups.

of the way you use to find out if your message was understood.

Further questioning can lead to 
additional insight
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Gather information
Collects relevant data and background information and consults 

others. Verifies facts.

easy to develop

Composition
Ability

Deductive logical thinking 

Inductive logical thinking 

Numerical reasoning 

Verbal reasoning 
Questionnaire

Analytical 

Conscientious 

Competency score

The potential to fulfill this competency at the desired level is 

more than sufficient available.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

These days collecting information seems very easy. What do you think about that?

Give an example ...
of a situation whereby you have collected information from several sources.

of a situation whereby you received so much information that you were afraid of losing sight of things.

of colleagues whom you regularly ask for advice.

of a situation where you have evaluated the trustworthiness of available information.
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Monitor time
Monitors time according to progress. Estimates required time for 

completion effectively. Adjusts.

easy to develop

Composition
Questionnaire

Conscientious 

Focused on results 

Directing 

Competency score

Sufficient basis to develop to the desired level.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

Finishing something in time also has to do with realistic planning. To what degree do you deal with this in your 

current job?

Give an example ...
of how it is apparent that you assess the production time and amount of work for a project realistically.

of the typical manner you use to safeguard progress.

of a situation whereby you intervened because it seemed that the planning would not be achieved.

Further questioning can lead to 
additional insight
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Supply solutions
Generates adequate solutions, even in difficult circumstances. 

hard to develop

Composition
Ability

Deductive logical thinking 

Inductive logical thinking 

Numerical reasoning 

Verbal reasoning 
Questionnaire

Optimistic 

Imaginative 

Conceptual 

Rate of change 

Competency score

Sufficient basis to develop to the desired level.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

Where there is a will there is a way. A solution can always be found. Are these strong words or is this your 

experience as well?

Give an example ...
of situations from which it is apparent that people seek you out because you can easily achieve solutions. 

of situations whereby you needed the help of others to come to a solution.

of situations whereby, after various failed attempts, you knew how to find the correct method as well.
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Think broadly
Addresses issues from sufficient perspectives. Thinks outside the 

box when looking for solutions.

hard to develop

Composition
Ability

Deductive logical thinking 

Inductive logical thinking 

Numerical reasoning 

Verbal reasoning 
Questionnaire

Analytical 

Imaginative 

Open to change 

Conceptual 

Prudent 

Behavioural 

Competency score

Potential strength; growing to a higher than the initially 

required level is possible.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

Which factors are lately determining the success of your organisation?

Give an example ...
of a situation where you took several scenarios into consideration before acting.

of a moment when you heard that your solutions were considered creative.

of a situation whereby the objectives remained the same but the method had to be changed.

of a situation where you had to interfere because the main points threatened to be overlooked by the detail 

information.
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Think systematically
Understands context and assesses cause-effect relationships 

realistically. Takes this into account when making decisions.

hard to develop

Composition
Ability

Deductive logical thinking 

Inductive logical thinking 
Questionnaire

Analytical 

Conceptual 

Prudent 

Forward-planning 

Competency score

Potential strength; growing to a higher than the initially 

required level is possible.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

While putting together broad spectrum plans it is handy to be able to see the connection between things. Up to 

now what were your greatest challenges in this area?

Give an example ...
of how you make sure that you do not constantly have surprises during the performance of plans.

of a situation from which it became apparent that you had assessed the consequences of a new method well.

of moments when you took action while nothing was wrong.
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Work systematically
Works methodically and effectively. Adjusts the way of working 

if that yields 'profit'.

developable

Composition
Ability

Deductive logical thinking 

Inductive logical thinking 

Numerical reasoning 

Verbal reasoning 
Questionnaire

Analytical 

Conscientious 

Prudent 

Flexible 

Forward-planning 

Competency score

The potential to fulfill this competency at the desired level is 

more than sufficient available.

DNA

talent

development 

opportunity

pitfall

Interview
Stimulates conversation

When in your recent working environment a primary appeal was made to your ability to work systematically?

Give an example ...
of the typical method you use to prepare a task.

of a moment when you were praised because of your well thought out method.

of a situation whereby you had to adjust the method because the circumstances warranted it.
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Summary and conclusion

Competency DNA Interview
weak proper excellent

act customer oriented
 easy to develop

development 
opportunity

act professionally skilled
 easy to develop

talent

analyse
 hard to develop

talent

communicate proactively
 developable pitfall

gather information
 easy to develop

talent

monitor time
 easy to develop

talent

supply solutions
 hard to develop

talent

think broadly
 hard to develop

talent

think systematically
 hard to develop

talent

work systematically
 developable

talent

Final appraisal
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